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Due to our high manufacturing penetration with ade-

quate machinery and short decision making, both fle-

xibility and quality of our products – including standard 

products - are assured. Individual and tailored solu-

tions are required especially in the field of tunneling. 

We gladly accept these challenges and have proven 

successful for years. 

We offer intelligent overall solutions for cable ma-

nagement in tunnel construction ranging from design 

to manufacturing, construction, logistics and project 

management. We therefore provide everything from a 

localized centre in accordance with the required qua-

lity standards.

Welcome to the NIEDAX GROUP, your partner in 

modern electrical installation. We are a conglomerate 

operating on all major global markets for more than 

90 years.

YOUR COMPETENT PARTNERYour competent partner

Central production location and central warehouse in St. Katharinen



TAILORED REQUI-
REMENTS

We offer solutions for every kind of tunnel - road, rail 

or supply tunnel – and different materials are used 

to meet the appropriate requirements. For instance, 

high quality stainless steel is used for road tunnels 

because of the emitted gases, thaw etc. which can 

create a high corrosive environment. Improper materi-

al selection can lead to splitting and cracking that lead 

to failure of the supporting structure.



TAILORED REQUIREMENTSTailored requirements

TAILORED REQUI-
REMENTS

VARIOUS TUNNELS with corresponding Niedax suspension options

The variety of tunnels entails various requirements 

in the field of electrical and lighting equipment. Our 

tailored solutions are created in accordance to each 

tunnel to ensure the highest standard of safety and 

durability.

Our range of hangers shown here can be used due to 

their flexibility in various tunnel profiles and they have 

been proven for years. Each tunnel is unique and the 

hangers depicted here should only be regarded as a 

small selection of possible solutions. Of course we im-

plement solutions to the highest standards as well as 

develop and manufacture tailored specifically to your 

project.
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cable tray suspension, fixed 
(fire protection system)
- flat steel suspension

lighting support structure, 
varible
- head plate, adjustable
- C-rail overhead hanger
- Angle Joint
- C-rail cross-section
- C-rail section
- splice plate 

cable tray suspension, 
fixed
- flat steel suspension with 
 support bracket  
 leveled (factory-made)

suspension combination 
cable tray/lighting
- head plate, adjustable
- C-rail overhead hanger
- Angle Joint
- C-rail cross-section
- C-rail section
- splice plate

suspension combination 
cable tray/lighting
- threaded rod
- C-rail cross-section

hand rail
- GRP hand rail
- level bracket (factory-made)

cable tray suspension,
varible
- head plate, adjustable
- C-rail overhead hanger
- Angle Joint
- C-rail cross-section

cable tray support structure
(fire protection system)
- cable tray
- wall bracket

cable tray suspension, 
fixed
- overhead hanger, 
 leveled (factory-made)
- Overhead Hanger-Bracket

cable tray support structure
- cable tray
- level bracket (factory-made)

cable tray support structure,
multiple mounting
- cable tray
- C-rail 
- level bracket (factory-made)

cable tray support structure
- cable tray
- wall bracket, standard

cable tray suspension, 
height adjustable
- flat steel overhead hanger
- flat steel suspension with  
 support bracket

suspension combination 
cable tray/lighting,
height adjustable
- flat steel overhead hanger
- flat steel cross-beam
- C-rail cross-section
- C-rail section

cable tray suspension
- flat steel suspension
- threaded rod
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     Particular attention is focused on ope-

rative security systems which can save lives 

in the event of an accident or fire. In accordance with 

safety standards, we submitted the specifically de-

veloped supporting systems to functional endurance 

tests according to the German Institute of Standardi-

zation DIN 4102 part.

On the overview drawing (on the left) the variety of 

certified basic elements adjustable to each tunnel 

condition can be seen. 

SUPPORTING SYSTEM

Cable System E 30/E 90 

with integrated functional 

endurance according to the 

German Institute 

of Standardization  

DIN 4102T12



SUPPORTING SYSTEMSupporting system

SUPPORTING SYSTEM

Tunnels and subways are the only public places lit 

day and night. Their entrance and passage lights must 

provide good visibility while the main emergency light-

ing must be operated at all times. Our hangers are 

used for lamp supporting and cable ducting. 

We give the option to have individual tracks on the 

radius of the tunnel walls. Thus, several layers can be 

mounted on top of each other by using only a small 

number of dowels. A special head plate has been de-

veloped for suspending from the ceiling. By using this, 

the mechanics are able to compensate for uneven-

ness and can mount safely and quickly.

For particular uneven surfaces – such as shotcrete – 

the hangers can be made adjustable in height. They 

are fast and easily adjustable to local conditions wit-

hout additional drilling and welding.

There are various hangers depicted on the opposi-

te page. However, the installation options given are 

enormous. Whether hangers on the ceiling, on the 

wall or on the floor, we offer customized solutions!

Energy needs to be conducted. 

In order to properly carry this out cleanly and safely, 

elaborate installation solutions are necessary.

Samples of 
height adjustments



Instead of using closed concrete 

slabs, it is possible to install gra-

tings at the lateral edge of the 

raised floor hence optimizing the 

airflow. 

Our expertise in tunnelling is pro-

ven: In order to use the raised floor 

system in the Gotthard Tunnel, it 

had to be tested and certified by 

a Testing House (EMPA Düssel-

dorf, CH). Several combinations 

of static and dynamic load cases 

were simulated. For the dynamic 

test, 100 000 cycles were carried 

out with a frequency of 2 Hz, all 

of which passed and obtained the 

required certification.

RAISED FLOOR



THE RAISED FLOOR SYSTEMSThe raised floor systems

The raised floor systems are a completely new seg-

ment in the Niedax Product Portfolio placed on extre-

mely high standards. These are accurately implemen-

ted by our engineers.

RAISED FLOOR

Considering that support rails are exposed to extreme 

high mechanical stress, these were made of particu-

larly high-grade steel.

All items - from the support rails up to fastening mate-

rial - will be custom-made. Therefore a duration of at 

least 10 years is guaranteed with an extremely high 

bearing capacity as well as corrosion resistance. 

The systems consist of:

- Support rails

- Floor supports

- Prop heads

- Fasterners

We offer different versions which considerably differ in 

their implementation, bearing load and floor 

surfacing.

The raised floor system is the core of cable manage-

ment for major tunnel projects designed to withstand 

extreme mechanical stress. Trains pass through rail-

way tunnels at a speed up to 300 kilometers per hour. 

This results in a high suction and compression load 

which the tunnel must resist. 

As there was no such standard product meeting these 

high standards, we designed a completely new solu-

tion. This system was met with great success by our 

customers and was applied in the Gotthard-Tunnel 

Project in which the clients demanded the highest 

quality and logistics. 180t of high quality stainless 

steel was processed. To minimize the mounting time 

for such large amounts of products, we developed a 

system offering the advantage of a small number of 

fastening dowels. This not only saves time but also 

facilitates the quick installation and logistics. 

Ask aboutour customizedproject solutions



HANDRAIL SYSTEMsME



HANDRAIL SYSTEMsME
Protection of the passengers is of utmost importance 

in the high security requirements in tunnels. The hand-

rail within easy reach enables guidance towards the 

sign-posted emergency exits. Rounded corners and 

edges prevent injury. Using proper materials ensures 

there is no hazard to persons in the event of fire. In 

such cases, it is very important for people to be able 

to locate the handrail in order to safely evacuate. The 

processed material must have a low conductivity and 

the temperature should not exceed 50° C at 12m from 

the fire. In addition, corrosion is to be considered for 

metallic materials. Protection against crevice 

corrosion, shatter crack corrosion and 

electrical corrosion must be guaranteed. When using 

plastic and composite materials, it is important to fo-

cus on properties such as “flame retardant“ as well as 

“self-extinguishing“ and on a low halogen-free smoke 

emission.  

Similar to suspensions and raised floor systems, a 

very high mechanical strength has to be taken into 

consideration as well as durability during the tunnel 

operation.

The system shown here provides inter alia the possi-

bility of additionally installing cables for lighting. Easy 

and fast mounting, simple logistics and high quality 

rank first in our development strategy. The diversi-

ty of purpose-shaped pieces makes any installation  

feasible. 

We offer a variety of solutions ranging from standard 

to customized project solution.

THE HANDRAIL SYSTEMSThe handrail systems

  The handrail made for people to 

hold on and getting guided not only helps through 

poor visibility in tunnels but is also a regulation.

Ask aboutour customizedproject solutions



REFERENCES

Pörzbergtunnel, DE 
PPP-Ostregion, AT
Rennsteigtunnel, DE
Rheinufertunnel, DE 
Rottenmanntunnel, AT
RSW A400, DE
S 35 Brucker Schnellstraße, A, bestehend aus:
Kaltenbachtunnel, Kirchdorftunnel
Schipholtunnel, NL
Schwarzer Berg, DE
Schwarzkranztunnel, CH
Siegkreistunnel, DE
Sophia Tunnel, NL
Stäggitschuggen, CH 
Umfahrung Brixen im Thale, AT
Umfahrung Henndorf, AT
Umfahrung Schwanenstadt, AT
Umfahrung Traunkirchen, AT, bestehend aus:
Bartelkreuztunnel, Geisswandtunnel, Sonnsteintunnel
Varentunnel, CH
Viereichenautunnel, DE
Wagenburgtunnel, DE
Warnowquerung, DE
Wendelbergtunnel, DE
Zevenaartunnel, NL



REFERENCESReferences

Absbergtunnel, AT
Allach Tunnel, DE
Ambergtunnel, AT
Arlbergschnellstraßentunnel, AT
Arnsbergtunnel, DE
Aubingtunnel, DE
B27 Echterdingen, DE
Botlektunnel, NL
Brenner Schönberggalerie, AT 
Brenner Sonnburghoftunnel, AT 
Burgholztunnel, DE
Drontermeertunnel, NL 
Ebertringtunnel, DE
Eichelbergtunnel, DE
Engelbergtunnel, DE
Gäubahntunnel, DE
Giessentunnel, NL 
Glockenbergtunnel, DE
Gotthardtunnel, CH
Gousseler Bierg, L

Gratkorntunnel, AT
Gräberntunnel, AT

Gräfelfingtunnel, DE
Heslachtunnel, DE

Hornbergtunnel, DE
Hörnchenbergtunnel, DE

Karawankentunnel, AT
Laaerbergtunnel, AT

Lieferingtunnel, AT
Lofertunnel, AT

Lückenschluss, A, bestehend aus:
Tunnel Bettlerkreuz, Tunnel Farchern-Ost,

Tunnel Farchern-West, Tunnel Haidach,
Tunnel Kreuzergegend, Tunnel Reigersdorf

Ostwestfalentunnel, DE
Overkapping A2, NL 

Overkappingtunnels, NL 
Pannerdentunnel, NL

Pellinger Berg, DE
PietHein Tunnel, NL 



NIEDAX GROUP Headquarters

Branch

Representative

Closeness to our customers and partners is part of 

Niedax`s plan for success. As a global player, we are 

at home in all key markets across the whole world. 

With our headquarters in Linz am Rhein in Germany, 

currently 29 of our own branches, 80 sales partners 

worldwide, 1,800 employees and 12 production loca-

tions, we are represented on every continent. 

A comprehensive warehouse structure also ensures 

that our highly-qualified specialists are flexible when 

it comes to meeting customers. We see availability as 

the foundation for true customer-orientation and the 

basis for trusting, long-term partnerships - in every 

country, in every branch and at every location.

GLOBALLY CLOSEGlobally Close

NIEDAX de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
San Pedro Cholula

NIEDAX Chile SpA
Las Condes/Santiago

NIEDAX Sistemas de Bandejamento para Cabos Ltda.
Sao Paulo

NIEDAX CMS Ltd.
Tralee

NIEDAX Inc.
Columbus

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis Ibèrica S.L.U.
Grinón

NIEDAX France S.A.S.
Saint-Calais

NIEDAX France
Paris

NIEDAX France S.A.S.
Béthune Cedex

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis N.V.
Eke/Nazareth

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis B.V.
Wijchen

NIEDAX Gouda B.V.
Haastrecht



Kungsbacka

Tallinn

Klaipèdos rajonas

Aalborg

Riga

Niedax GmbH & Co. KG
Linz/Rhein

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis B.V.
Wijchen

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis Polska
Tarnowskie Góry

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis s.r.o.
Veltrusy

NIEDAX Kabelverlegesysteme GmbH
Wolkersdorf 

Niedax Slowakia s.r.o. 
Bratislava

NIEDAX Ungarn Kft
Érd

Zagreb
Prebold

Belgrad

NIEDAX Bulgaria
Sofia

NIEDAX Romania
Ştefáneştii de Jos, Ilfov

NIEDAX EBO Schweiz AG
Visp

NIEDAX EBO Schweiz AG
Zürich

NIEDAX EBO Italia  S.R.L. Con Socio Unio
Vimercate 

Luxemburg-Gasperich

Ebo Systems S.A.S.
Villers-la-Montagne

NIEDAX Middle East FZE
Dubai

Ashdod

NIEDAX India Cable Management Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Bangalore

NIEDAX Australia Pty. Ltd.
Sydney

NIEDAX (Thailand) Ltd.
Rayong

Lahore

NIEDAX LLC
Moscow

NIEDAX Norway AS
Klepp Stasjon

NIEDAX Gouda B.V.
Haastrecht

Seoul

Shanghai

Mandaluyong City

Ho Chi Minh City

Brunei
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